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Abstract 

Single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) array quenching and a novel quantum 

random number generator (QRNG) 

Author: Mano Rahul Kumar Pakalapati 

Advisor: Dr. Susan Earles, Ph. D. 

Single Photon Avalanche Diodes, SPADs is a single-photon sensitive light detector 

with capabilities of pico-second timing resolutions and offer potential for enhancing various 

fields of science to evolve into quantum-age. SPAD has applications ranging from quantum 

computing, cryptography (QKD) to applications in medicine such as neural imaging and 

Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT). SPAD arrays are gaining 

popularity as they enable for parallel photon detection and 3D imaging. To account for the 

process tolerances and aging, each SPAD-pixel needs a tunable quenching circuit in the 

frontend for post-fabrication fine-tuning, this research work presents a novel Dual Triggered 

Tunable Active Quenching Circuit, (DTT-AQC). Furthermore, a novel Quantum Random 

Number Generator, QRNG based on SPADs quantum jitter is also presented. The random 

numbers from the conceived QRNG passed the Statistical Test Suite (STS) from National 

Institute of Standards (NIST), Dieharder test suite and the test results are reported. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

There is a rapid evolution of quantum technology thanks to decades of research in 

studying quantum nature of light. With emergence of smart devices there is a drive to 

increase the computational power of processors. Quantum computing proves to be a clear 

solution to meet the ever increasing demand for computational power. Sources and detectors 

of single and entangled photons enable for realizing quantum systems. Various fields of 

science are also interested in detecting week optical signals. An ideal single photon detector 

provides the ultimate sensitivity in light detection. Development of such a single photon 

detector system is an ongoing research goal.  

A single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) is a solid-state photon detector as opposed 

to photo multiplier tubes and can be integrated into current CMOS technologies. SPAD has 

a growing interest in quantum computing, cryptography, quantum key distribution (QKD) 

[1-4], biomedical [5, 6] and space [7, 8] advancements. The ultimate light detection 

sensitivity packaged in a small form factor enables fabrication of high density SPAD arrays 

for parallel multi-photon capture, capable of forming 3D data with an accurate distance and 

time of flight information [9], laser light detection and ranging (LIDAR) [10, 11] , brain 

imaging, florescence detectors, optical communications and many more.  
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SPAD is being used in solutions for convoluted sensing mechanisms in both science 

and commercial applications. The focus of this research is to develop a tunable active 

quenching for SPAD arrays, and a quantum random number generator based on quantum 

jitter of the SPAD. 

1.1 Single photon detectors 

In the 1960s, the work of R. H. Haitz’s group provided a basic insight into the 

avalanche phenomenon in p-n junctions biased above the breakdown voltage [12]. In the 

1970s, R. J. Mcintyre and P. P. Webb observed single photon generated pulses in their APDs 

biased above breakdown voltage [13]. This led to the development of single photon 

avalanche diode (SPAD). Research towards increasing the quantum efficiency and 

improving the performance in infrared wavelength [14] such as Germanium-on silicon 

SPAD [15] and Backside-Illuminated, BSI SPAD are evolving. A SPAD is an avalanche 

photo diode designed to work above the reverse breakdown (fig. 1) called “Geiger mode” 

[17]. In this biasing region, due to high electric field, around 107 V/cm in the junction a 

single photon can initiate an avalanche breakdown in SPAD. 

   

Figure 1 SPAD in Geiger mode. 
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In Geiger mode, a single photon absorbed by SPAD can trigger a self-sustaining 

avalanche multiplication process. Once triggered, a SPAD avalanche may last indefinitely 

and the SPAD must be quenched to terminate the charge multiplication and then reset back 

into the Geiger mode to detect the next photon. During a SPAD avalanche, the charge 

multiplication process needs to generate large enough current to overcome the noise floor of 

subsequent amplifying and readout stages to reliably register a single photon detection. 

SPAD photon counts are ideally modeled as Poisson process [18]. Let X be a random 

variable then the Poisson probability mass function is given by Eq (1). 

𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥) =
𝜆𝑥𝑒−𝜆

𝑥!
  (1) 

For the Poisson distribution mean and variance of X are equal to the rate parameter, 

λ. The rate, λ, gives the average number of photons that SPAD absorbs for a given light 

source and the distribution of photon counts is given by Eq (1). 
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Definitions 

1.1.1Quenching 

Quenching is a method of extinguishing the avalanche charge multiplication in 

SPAD by moving the operating-point (Q-Point) of the SPAD below breakdown/Geiger mode 

region by reducing SPAD’s bias voltage (fig. 2). The time taken to quench the SPAD is 𝑡𝑄.  

 

Figure 2 SPAD quenchning. 

1.1.2 Resetting 

After quenching, the act of increasing the bias voltage to restore SPAD’s Q-point 

back into the Geiger mode region is called resetting. The time taken to reset the SPAD is 𝑡𝑅. 
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1.1.3 Afterpulsing 

 If the avalanche phenomenon in the SPAD is not fully quenched (for Photon 1 in 

Fig.3), few charge carriers in the SPAD get trapped in the junction. When the device is 

brought back into Geiger mode and has enough electric field in the junction to release the 

trapped charges, they can also trigger an avalanche. The readout electronics connected to the 

SPAD may consider the trapped-charge triggered avalanche as photon triggered and output 

a pulse which occurs immediately after a photon detection called an afterpulse.   

1.1.4 Holdoff 

 To ensure that the SPAD is fully quenched, the SPAD is set in quenched state for a 

Hold-off period, 𝑡𝐻 before resetting (fig. 3).  

1.1.5 Dark count 

 Even though the SPAD is properly quenched, a random charge, due majorly to 

thermal noise, can trigger an avalanche when the detector is in complete darkness. This is 

counted as a dark count. 

 

Figure 3 SPAD noise sources. 
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1.2 Quantum random number generators 

A string of random numbers is a crucial key for most of present-day security norms. 

The principal and critical protocols in cryptocurrencies, secure identity, Internet of Things 

(IoT), communications systems, banking, web services for e-commerce, e-health, and even 

games use random numbers to encrypt and secure data.  

To enable secure key exchange in emerging Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) 

technology using information theory, data mining and the inevitable distribution of private 

information push for the development of true random number generators. The core of any 

hardware security modules is a Random Number Generator (RNG) system which provides 

the seed for digital key generation.  

True random numbers have high entropy with probability spread uniformly over 

wide key combination space. Random Numbers (RN) are generated using either a dedicated 

hardware or sub-routines in a CPU. Choosing a method for RN generation depends amount 

of security required by the application. Pseudo Random Number Generators (PRNG) have 

an advantage of being fast and easy to implement, but they are inherently not secure due to 

their deterministic random number generation process. PRNG randomness can lead to errors 

in simulations due to inadequate statistical properties [19]. True Random Number Generators 

(TRNG) use a stochastic physical process as the source of randomness [20-29]. TRNG are 

relatively slower than PRNGs but can produce very high-quality random numbers. TRNs 

can be used as a seed for PRNGs for further randomization. Classical random number 

generators usually disregard information on initial state of the system, in which case the 
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security relies on assumption that no one has a clear knowledge of the initial state. Chaotic 

noise can be used to generate random numbers [22], but the dependency on external 

conditions define the quality of the randomness. A hacker with information on the chaotic 

source used may predict the random numbers generated by the chaotic random number 

generator. Photons can be used to generate random bits based on path uncertainty, photon 

counting and arrival time [20, 22]. An example of QRNG that is based on photon counting 

[22] where random numbers are generated from the counts of acquired photon events. A 

possible way to improve the speed of random number generation is to use the arrival time of 

photons. The SPAD noise sources majorly follow Poisson process [22]. In each time interval, 

Poisson process counts the number of events and their time of occurrence. SPAD avalanche 

events due to noise sources occur randomly and independently. 

Typically, a SPAD is used with a diffused light source such as an LED to generate 

random numbers with high data rate. In arrival time approach, every measured photon arrival 

time is converted into a digital word. In order to intrinsically reduce the sensitivity of the 

QRNG with respect to external parameters, an integrated LED coupled SPAD reported in 

[8-9] can be used. Furthermore, the sampled random numbers can be post processed to 

improve the quality. Instead of mining random bits from a single SPAD, using a couple, or 

a group of SPADs [22] with integrated active quenching electronics [30] increases the data 

rate of the random numbers as well as the entropy. 
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Chapter 2 

Mathematical model of charge decay in SPAD during 

quenching 

In Geiger mode region, due to high electric field in SPAD junction a single photon 

can initiate an avalanche charge multiplication, rapidly increasing the SPAD current, 

indicating detection of a photon. SPAD avalanche phenomenon may create trapped charges. 

The density of these trapped charges is proportional to the avalanche current and the duration 

of the avalanche breakdown. These trapped charges spawn non-photon triggered avalanche 

breakdowns in the SPAD called after-pulses. During the avalanche breakdown, the SPAD 

current 𝐼𝑆𝑃𝐴𝐷 rapidly rises to 𝐼0 and then exponentially decays (fig. 4) as the SPAD is being 

quenched [31, 32]. 

 

Figure 4 SPAD avalache current. 
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No photon:  

    𝐼𝑆𝑃𝐴𝐷   = 𝐼leakage   (2) 

After photon influx during quenching:  

    𝐼𝑆𝑃𝐴𝐷   = 𝐼0𝑒−𝑡 𝑡𝑐⁄    (3) 

 

 

𝑅𝐵     = Ballast resistor 

𝑉𝐸𝑥    = Excess bias voltage 

𝐼𝑠       = Quenching circuit threshold   

𝐶𝑝      = Parasitic capacitance at SPAD’s cathode 

𝑅𝑆(𝑡) = On resistance of SPAD as a function of time         (4) 

𝐼0       = 
𝑉𝐸𝑥

𝑅𝑆 (𝑡)
                   Peak avalanche current    (5) 

𝑡𝑐        = 𝐶𝑝(𝑅𝐵||𝑅𝑆)       Exponential decay time constant  (6) 

𝑄0 = 𝐼0𝑡𝑐 = 𝑉𝐸𝑥𝐶𝑝      maximum avalanche charge    (7) 

The total avalanche charge in the SPAD is given by, 

𝑄       = − ∫ 𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑄

𝑡𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛
         (8) 

𝑄       = 𝑄0(𝑒−𝑡𝑄 𝑡𝑐⁄ − 𝑒−𝑡𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑐⁄ )     (9) 
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After the avalanche is triggered, the current through the series resistor (Fig 4) 

increases, and the voltage across the SPAD ( 𝑉SPAD) decreases. The decrease in 𝑉SPAD 

reduces the electric field in the junction diminishing the avalanche multiplication. The rate 

at which the avalanche charge multiplication decays depends on the quenching time defined 

by the external circuit. 

1.1 Active and passive quenching charge 

1.1.1 Passive quenching  

𝑡𝑄 = 𝑡𝑐  

If the quenching time, 𝑡𝑄 is equal to the time constant, 𝑡𝑐 (fig. 5) the total SPAD 

avalanche charge is given by Eq. (10). 

       𝑄𝑃    = 𝑄0(𝑒−1 − 𝑒−𝑡𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑐⁄ )           (10) 

This method of using a series resistor to decrease the SPAD voltage is called passive 

quenching.  

 

Figure 5 Passive quenching V and I of SPAD. 
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1.1.2 Active quenching  

𝑡𝑄 < 𝑡𝑐 

If the quenching time, 𝑡𝑄 is less than the time constant, 𝑡𝑐  then the total avalanche 

charge during quenching will be less than the total charge due to passive quenching. 

𝑄    = 𝑄0(𝑒−𝑡𝑄 𝑡𝑐⁄ − 𝑒−𝑡𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑐⁄ ) < 𝑄P   (11) 

 

In order to decrease the quenching time an active quenching circuit, AQC can be 

used. When an avalanche is detected AQC acts on the SPAD to stop the avalanche 

multiplication process. This method of using an active circuit to decrease the SPAD voltage 

is called active quenching and requires detecting the avalanche prior to quenching. The 

response time delay in, 𝑡𝑟𝑝, of the AQC and voltage across the SPAD are shown in fig. 6.   

 

Figure 6 Active quenching V and I of SPAD. 
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Note: If  𝑡𝑟𝑝 ≌ 0.9 ∗  𝑡𝑐 then the total avalanche charge due to active quenching is 

almost equal to the total charge due to passive quenching (fig. 7). 

 

Figure 7 AQC response time comparable to 𝒕𝒄. 

SPAD breakdown creates trapped charges and the density of these trapped charges 

is proportional to the avalanche current and the duration of the avalanche breakdown. These 

trapped charges spawn non-photon triggered avalanche breakdowns in the SPAD called 

after-pulses. 

1.2 Time resolution limitation of SPAD 

SPAD needs a total time of 𝑇𝐷 between two consecutive photon detections, which 

is given by Eq. (12). 

𝑇𝐷 = 𝑡𝑚 + 𝑡𝑟𝑝 + 𝑡𝑄 + 𝑡𝐻 + 𝑡𝑅  (12) 
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Where, 𝑡𝑚 is the time taken by the SPAD to initiate an avalanche after photon influx. 

This puts a limit on the maximum count rate of a SPAD as 1/𝑇𝐷. Major contributions for the 

resolution limitation (shown in fig. 8) are compared in Eq. (13). 

𝑡𝐻 > (𝑡𝑄 + 𝑡𝑟𝑝) > 𝑡𝑅 > 𝑡𝑚  (13) 

 

Figure 8 Dead time of SPAD. 
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Chapter 3 

Novel dual triggered tunable active quenching (DTT-AQC)  

SPAD is typically quenched using voltage mode or current mode circuits as shown 

in Fig. 9 [32-43], the voltage mode circuits[32-39], fig. 9(a)  detect a change in voltage with 

a reference threshold and act on rapidly decreasing the bias voltage of the SPAD whereas 

the current mode [40-43] circuits, fig. 9(b)  detect a rise in the SPAD current and create a 

high series resistance in order to decrease and stop the avalanche current. Both quenching 

techniques clamp one node of the SPAD to a fixed voltage and act on the other and have a 

fixed quenching voltage. In order to aid in reducing the quenching time and have quenching 

voltage tunability, a novel Dual Triggred Tunable Active Quenching Cirucit, DTT-AQC is 

conceived, shown in fig. 10, featuring dual triggering, self-latching and a variable quenching 

voltage.  

 

(a)    (b) 

Figure 9  (a) Traditional voltage mode AQC (b) current mode AQC [32-43]. 
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Figure 10 novel Dual Triggered Tunable Active Quenching Circuit, DTT-AQC. 

1.1 Dual triggered tunable active quenching  

The block diagram of the proposed Dual Triggered Tunable Active Quenching 

Circuit DTT-AQC is presented in fig 10. The DTT-AQC quenching technique uses balanced 

triggers which are tripped by SPAD avalanche. A logic control is used to generate 

programmable hold-off delay. 

In stand-by condition, switches 𝑆𝑄1 and 𝑆𝑄2in fig. 10 are in open state, the cathode 

of the SPAD is pulled up to 𝑉𝐷𝐷 and anode is pulled down to −𝑉𝑆𝑆through the Trigger-

blocks 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑔1and 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑔2. When a photon is absorbed, the SPAD rapidly undergoes avalanche 

breakdown, drawing charge into its cathode and out of the anode creating a low resistance 

path between the 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑔1and 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑔2 blocks. Under these conditions’ switches, 𝑆𝑄1 and 𝑆𝑄2 

are driven to a closed state by their respective trigger-blocks.  
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Switches, 𝑆𝑄1  and 𝑆𝑄2  close the regenerative feedback loop between 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑔1 and 

𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑔2 blocks, so once the SPAD avalanche is detected, the proposed circuit latches into the 

hold off state. This pulls the anode voltage high and the cathode voltage low quickly moving 

the bias point of the SPAD below the Geiger mode region. Under these conditions, the circuit 

can detect and act on quenching the avalanche from both the anode and cathode side of the 

SPAD simultaneously, thus, reducing the response time. During the quenching process 

𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑔𝑎𝑝−𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 present a quenching voltage level that the SPAD is latched onto during the 

hold off period. 𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑔𝑎𝑝−𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 hold a constant voltage drop and can be realized using a 

bandgap reference source [44, 45] which can be used to externally vary SPAD quenching 

voltage. 

The programmable logic-block facilitates dynamic control over DTT-AQC and 

provides programmable hold-off delay. After the holdoff duration, disabling one or both 

Trigger-blocks or opening one or both switches, 𝑆𝑄1  and 𝑆𝑄2 , breaks the regenerative 

feedback of DTT-AQC. Since the positive feedback no longer holds, DTT-AQC comes out 

of its latch condition biasing the SPAD back into the Geiger mode through the Trigger-

blocks and DTT-AQC is set into stand-by state for a new photon. 

1.2 DTT-AQC physical measurement results 

A transistor-level circuit representing the proposed quenching technique is built in 

discrete form as shown in Fig. 11. In Fig. 11, the quenching transistors are MQ1 and MQ2 

and the reset transistors are MR1, MR2 and MR3. When SPAD undergoes an avalanche, 
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SPAD discharges the gate of MQ1 and adds charge to the gate of MQ2. Consequently, MQ1 

and MQ2 shift operating points into the linear region. MQ1 and MQ2 are in a regenerative 

feedback and drive each other to the saturation region. In this state, the SPAD is latched to 

a quenching voltage below its breakdown voltage. The quenching voltage is set by the 

breakdown voltages of diodes D1 and D2. The voltage at the gate of MQ1 is buffered into 

control logic. 

 

Figure 11 Discrete-level implementation of dual triggered tunable active quenching technique, 

DTT-AQC. 

After the duration of the hold-off state, a reset signal from the control logic is applied 

to DTT-AQC to drive MR1, MR2 and MR3. When the reset transistors turn on, the 

regenerative feedback loop between MQ1 and MQ2 is broken, causing the quenching 
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transistors to turnoff and at the same time, raising the SPAD bias voltage back into Geiger 

mode. 

The voltages 𝑉𝐷𝐷and −𝑉𝑆𝑆 are set to +3V and -40V, respectively. Diodes, D1 and D2 are 

selected to have a breakdown voltage of 25V, R1 and R4 are set to 11k, and R2 and R3 are 

set to 3k. With this setup, a 36V SPAD is biased to 43V (Geiger mode) and quenched to a 

voltage of 6.9V using the proposed DTT-AQC. This deep quenching releases trapped 

charges thus reducing after-pulsing. Furthermore, DTT-Active Quenching is rapid since it is 

performed on both nodes of SPAD simultaneously reducing the total SPAD avalanche 

charge. Voltage measurements of a single photon detection event and quenching using 

lumped element implementation of the proposed DTT-AQC are presented in fig. 12. Note, 

implementing the DTT-AQC as an integrated circuit will greatly improve the transient 

response. 
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  (a)                                                              (b) 

 
  (c)                                                           (d) 

 
     (e)                                                                    (f) 

Figure 12 Measurements of SPAD quenched using DTT-AQC. Equipment used: Tektronix 

TDS2004B scope, P2221 probes with 20pF input capacitance and voltage waveforms are at 

5V/div. 500ns programed delay: (a) Cathode voltage of SPAD (AC coupled) (b) Anode voltage 

of SPAD (AC coupled); 100ns programed delay: (c) Cathode voltage of SPAD (d) Anode 

voltage of SPAD (e) Gate voltage of MQ1 and (f) Gate voltage of MQ2. 
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Chapter 4 

DTT-AQC in a programmable SPAD array 

A SPAD array camera has various uses in parallel multi photon detection, 

acquisition of faint and fast optical waveforms and multichannel time-resolved spectroscopy, 

quantum optics cross-correlation, florescence lifetime imaging, micro-array-based 

biological analysis and confocal microscopy and also can be used to acquire real time 3D 

data of the environment without any external excitation. 

SPAD arrays need to incorporate a quenching mechanism and frontend for signal 

shaping for readout electronics [46-51]. SPAD pixels may have dissimilar characteristics 

across the array. Dual triggered tunable quenching (DTT-AQC) method can be used to 

dynamically tailor the quenching voltage to individual SPAD pixel post-fabrication. 

Four basic operational stages of a SPAD based system can be listed as follows: 

• Avalanche detection  

• Quenching 

• Holdoff 

• Resetting  

These four stages account for the dead time of SPAD. The SPAD avalanche current 

needs to overcome quenching circuit’s threshold and then AQC’s response time to act on 

quenching which is followed by holdoff and SPAD reset periods.  
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Compared to passive quenching, active quenching is ideal to quickly quench the 

avalanche and return SPAD back to a photon sensitive state. The quantum efficiency of the 

detector increases with increase in excess bias voltage, 𝑉𝐸𝑋 of the SPAD. In order to design 

an optimal photon detection system using SPAD, the excess voltage 𝑉𝐸𝑋 above the SPAD 

breakdown voltage needs to be greater than few volts. However, 𝑉𝐸𝑋  and the voltage to 

which the SPAD is quenched contribute to the transition times of nodes of the photon 

detection system.  

1.1 Block diagram of DTT-AQC in a SPAD array 

 

Figure 13 Block diagram of SPAD Array using DTT-AQC. 
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SPAD can be fabricated in 3D process where the DTT-AQC, logic and TDC are 

incorporated into the pixel behind the SPAD for maximum fill factor. The column decoder 

1 and 2 along with MUX 1 and 2 are used by the FPGA to acquire the pixel data. Each pixel 

contains a SPAD quenched using DTT-AQC, control logic and a Time to Digital converter 

(TDC). The control logic is responsible for SPAD pixel state machine and tuning the DTT-

AQC based on the information provided by the FPGA (fig. 13). The scan rate of the SPAD 

array determines the length of the in-pixel TDC register. High clock rate array scanning will 

enable for a short in-pixel TDC registers. 

Based on the calibration sequences of the SPAD array system, FPGA can write to 

in-pixel logic to tune the quenching voltage using DTT-AQC for achieving optimal 

performance from every SPAD in the array. Furthermore, the tuning can be done 

dynamically to account for aging and thermal drift of breakdown voltage of each SPAD. 
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1.2 Finite state machine of in-pixel DTD-AQC Control logic 

 

Figure 14 Finite state machine of the control logic for DTT-AQC in pixel. 

Primary states of the Pixel-Finite State Machine, P-FSM of the control logic is 

shown in fig.14. The P-FSM state operations are as follows,   

State1: Standby for gating signal 

 Each SPAD-pixel is waiting to be gated/scanned by the FPGA. When the gating 

signal is received then P-FSM advances to state 2. 

State1: Standby 
for gating signal

while(!gate) 

State2: Reset SPAD 
into Geiger mode 

and
Start TDC

State3: standby for 
a SPAD avalanche

while(!avalanche)

State4: Start Hold-off 
timer and stop TDC

while (!Hold-off )
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State2: Reset SPAD into Geiger mode and start TDC 

 Each SPAD-pixel is rested into Geiger mode and the in-pixel Time to Digital 

Converter, TDC is set to start and P-FSM advances to state 3. 

State 3: Standby for SPAD avalanche 

 The In-pixel DTT-AQC is in standby mode waiting to be triggered by the SPAD 

avalanche. When an avalanche is detected the P-FSM advances to state 4. 

State 4: Start hold-off timer and stop TDC 

 Start a holdoff timer and stop the TDC and data valid flag is set HIGH. When the 

holdoff time expires the P-FSM advances to state 1 concluding detection of a photon. 

The in-pixel DTT-AQC can be tailored to individual pixel and simulation result of 

the DTT-AQC’s tunable quenching voltages using 𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑔𝑎𝑝−𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 (fig. 10) is shown in 

fig.15. 

       

Figure 15  DTT-AQC tunable quenching voltage (left) and current (right) simulation. 
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Chapter 5 

DTT-AQC physical measurement results 

Timing jitter measurements are performed by illuminating the SPAD with 640nm 

wavelength nano-second laser pulses. 

 

Figure 16 Experimental setup for timing jitter measurements. 

The time delay between the laser trigger signal and the response of the Device Under 

Test, DUT (SPAD with DTT-AQC) is measured using Intel Cyclone IV FPGA at 768ps 

resolution and the measurements are recorded on a PC. The jitter time measurement setup is 

shown in Fig. 16-22. 
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Figure 17 SPAD with Discrete implementation of Dual Triggered Tunable Active Quenching 

Circuit, DTT-AQC. 

 

Figure 18 SPAD with DTT-AQC in the case. 
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Figure 19 Neutral density filters and LASER line filter assembly in a custom light shield 

housing. 

 

(a)                                                   (b) 

Figure 20 Neutral density filter orientation (a) transmits internal reflected light between the 

two ND filters, (b) No internal reflection between the ND filters. 

 A custom light shield case is designed to house Neutral density filters, NDF and 

LASER line filter. The NDFs are oriented in an angle so that there are no secondary light 

pulses due to reflections between two NDFs as shown in fig. 19 and 20.  
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Figure 21 Jitter time measurement setup open case. 

 

Figure 22 Jitter time measurement setup. 
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The breakdown voltage of SPAD used is 36V. The SPAD is cooled to -15°C. The 

proposed circuit in fig. 11 is used to bias the SPAD with an excess voltage of 7V. The FPGA 

in fig. 16 serves as a logic control for DTT-AQC and triggers the NPL64A nanosecond laser 

which has 35ns response delay and 5ns jitter. The timing jitter measurements are performed 

with 500ns hold-off delay, 10ns FWHM laser pulse. Histogram of the time delay between 

trigger pulse to nanosecond laser and the photon detected is presented in fig. 23 and 24. Full-

Width Half-Maximum (FWHM) of 25ns shown in Fig 24 is dominated by nanosecond laser 

jitter, parasitics from the discrete components and interconnections. This jitter time can be 

greatly reduced with monolithic integrated circuit implementation of DTT-AQC. 

 

Figure 23 Histogram of single photon timing response of SPAD with discrete implementation 

of DTT-AQC at λ=640nm using laser with 10ns FWHM, 35ns response delay and 5ns jitter. 
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Figure 24 Normal distribution fit of the SPAD response times. 

A jitter-time measurement using a nanosecond laser is performed on SPAD 

quenched using the proposed DTT-AQC and the results demonstrate preliminary 

characteristics of discrete-level DTT-AQC. A monolithic implementation of the proposed 

DTT-AQC will improve the timing response. 
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Chapter 6 

Novel quantum random number generator 

True random numbers have high entropy with probability spread uniformly over the 

wide key combination space. Random Numbers (RN) are generated using either a dedicated 

hardware or sub-routines in a CPU. Choosing a method for RN generation depends amount 

of security required by the application. Pseudo Random Number Generators (PRNG) have 

the advantage of being easy to implement and fast, but they are inherently not secure due to 

their deterministic generation.  

1.1 Random number generation and classification 

1.1.1 Pseudo-Random number generator 

Pseudo random functions [52] generate random numbers that have long enough 

periodicity that, the generated numbers appear random. A deterministic system can generate 

finite length, non-deterministic pseudo random numbers that are quick, cost effective and 

easy to produce. PRNG is a polynomial-time unpredictable [52] for a finite sample of the 

generated sequence. A probabilistic pattern recognition algorithm could reveal the seed 

sequence and predict the output of the PRNG using a large enough sample from the PRNG. 
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1.1.2 True Random number generator 

Producing true random numbers on a deterministic system requires a disordered 

random seed. The probabilistic quantum phenomenon is a source of true randomness in 

nature. By sampling naturally occurring processes, true random numbers can be generated. 

Photon detection time [20], quantum phase fluctuations [24], detection of direction or 

polarization [25], photon number decision of weak laser pulses [26], photon detection by 

array of the photodetectors [20], and radioactive decay are some important non-deterministic 

physical resources and approaches for QRNGs. System complexity, cost, reliability, and 

sensitivity to control parameters are also other important factors for a successful TRNG. 

1.2 Novel quantum random number generator (QRNG) 

In order to generate high entropy random numbers, the seed source must be truly 

random. The Schrodinger equation suggests, there always exists an uncertainty in nature of 

a quantum wave-particle. In nature, quantum processes have a characteristic randomness. 

The unpredictability of such quantum object interactions create probabilistic jitter. The 

proposed random number generator uses quantum jitter to generate random numbers.  

A single photon avalanche photodiode in Geiger mode is sensitive to quantum 

particles primarily to photons but also to inconsequential phonons and other quantum 

entities. Due to the high electric field in the SPAD junction, quantum jitter can trigger an 

electron hole pair which causes avalanche charge multiplication. The random incidence of 

phonons or thermal noise in the detector is a natural source of quantum events. The undesired 
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occurrences of the quantum jitter are probabilistic random events and are considered as noise 

in the system. The proposed random number generator measures the time of occurrences of 

quantum events and generates true random numbers. 

 

Figure 25 Proposed Quntum random number generator. 

 

Figure 26 SPAD avalanche detection windows. 

A reference clock signal is used to generate detection windows in which the arrival 

time of quantum jitter is measured. A random quantum element or a group of elements which 

have enough energy will cause an avalanche in the SPAD marking the quantum event in 

time. The arrival time of the quantum jitter is unpredictable. A time to digital converter is 
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realized using Intel Cyclone IV FPGA as shown in Fig 25. The random events measured in 

the detection windows shown in Fig 26, are stored in a shift register in the FPGA. After 

measuring the arrival time of a quantum event, the data is then inserted into a parallel to 

serial shift register. A subsequent measurement shifts the previous measurement data 

towards right and new data is inserted creating a continuous stream of random numbers with 

no repeating patterns. This bit stream is read out on to an external computer via USB or can 

be buffered out to create a random single-bit signal. 

The after-pulsing of SPAD is likely to be periodic as it is an immediate trigger after 

a SPAD reset [31]. In order to avoid any periodicity in the arrival times, we measure the 

incidence time with respect to the rising edge of the detection window as shown in fig. 26. 

The time delay between the rising edge of the clock and the avalanche trigger is random. 

Even if the initial trigger was due to an after pulse, the after pulsing effect diminishes before 

the subsequent detection window. Furthermore, SPAD is quenching using custom Dual 

Triggered Tunable Active Quenching Circuit (DTT-AQC) which can be integrated onto a 

random number generation ASIC with integrated biasing [44, 45] for stable operation. 

The random occurrence of the quantum jitter can be elevated by raising the 

temperature of the SPAD above 0°C.  Although the thermal noise in the SPAD is not 

dominant, various noise sources cause the SPAD to randomly trigger. By increasing the 

width of the detection window and measuring the arrival time of the SPAD avalanches with 

a high-resolution clock, high data rates of the random numbers can be achieved. 
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To eliminate biasing of the generated random numbers, the measured time of arrival 

values are concatenated into a string of arbitrary length N, which gives 10𝑁 combinations of 

random decimal values. Each of the concatenated strings are converted into binary creating 

a random single bit sequence of 1s and 0s. Multiple binary streams of such are concatenated 

for further randomization. 

1.3 QRNG measurements and statistical test results 

Random numbers generated by the proposed QRNG are tested using two well-

known test suites, Statistical Test Suite (STS) developed by National Institute of Standards 

(NIST) and Dieharder developed by Marsaglia. Dieharder is widely considered one of the 

leading randomness testers. Dieharder consists of 15 independent tests with an outcome of 

one or more p-values. STS from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

is another powerful randomness tester with multiple independent statistical tests. Results of 

statistical tests of randomness are typically in the form of a p-value which represents the 

probability that a perfect random number generator would produce less random sequences 

than the sequence being tested. Dieharder and STS test results of 1.5MBytes of random data 

generated using the proposed method are presented in Table 1 and 2. The tested 1.5MB of 

random data has 35 strings of length N=3000 which has 103000 combinations.  In the results 

shown in Tables 1 and 2, for the cases of multiple p-values, average p-value are used. As 

shown in Tables 1 and 2, all randomness tests were successfully passed for both Dieharder 

and STS suites. The entropy of the generated random numbers is about 7. Proportion column 

in Table 1 specifies the percentage of the tested random numbers passing the test.  
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Table 1 NIST Statistical Test Suite results 1.5MB of generated random bits 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Test P-Values Proportion 

Frequency 0.66549 0.99091 

BlockFrequency 0.82631 1.00000 

CumulativeSums 0.96058 0.99091 

CumulativeSums 0.12894 0.97273 

Runs 0.20325 1.00000 

LongestRun 0.38072 0.97273 

Rank 0.13586 1.00000 

FFT 0.57117 0.97273 

NonOverlappingTemplate 0.50886 0.98790 

OverlappingTemplate 0.64658 0.97273 

ApproximateEntropy 0.23459 0.99091 

RandomExcursions 0.26206 1.00000 

RandomExcursionsVariant 0.20629 0.98413 

Serial 0.69578 1.00000 

LinearComplexity 0.26953 0.98182 
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Table 2 Dieharder Test Suite results 1.5MB of generated random bits 

Test P-Values 

diehard_birthdays 0.9565 

diehard_operm5 0.8590 

diehard_rank_32x32 0.4025 

diehard_rank_6x8 0.3103 

diehard_bitstream 0.5028 

diehard_opso 0.6633 

diehard_oqso 0.7624 

diehard_dna 0.6413 

diehard_count_1s_str 0.4405 

diehard_count_1s_byt 0.9377 

diehard_parking_lot 0.6164 

diehard_2dsphere 0.6937 

diehard_3dsphere 0.4771 

diehard_squeeze 0.8112 

diehard_sums 0.2803 

diehard_runs 0.9112 

diehard_craps 0.8550 

marsaglia_tsang_gcd 0.7345 

sts_monobit 0.5728 

sts_runs 0.9969 

sts_serial 0.4796 

rgb_bitdist 0.4253 
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rgb_minimum_distance 0.4284 

rgb_permutations 0.6003 

rgb_lagged_sum 0.5727 

rgb_kstest_test 0.6760 

dab_bytedistrib 0.9019 

dab_dct 0.3428 

dab_filltree 0.3366 

dab_filltree2 0.7672 

dab_monobit2 0.3151 
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Autocorrelation is performed on a sample of 1024 bits and the results are shown in 

Fig. 27. The autocorrelation coefficients in Fig. 27 have a standard deviation of about 

3.13𝑥10−5and are randomly distributed around 0 indicating minimal correlation within the 

generated random numbers. 

 

Figure 27 Autocorrelation coefficients evaluated for a sequence of 1024 bits. 
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Figure 28 Time vs random numbers generated by the QRNG. 

 

Figure 29 histogram of the generated random numbers. 
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Appendix 

1.1 Dual Triggered Tunable Active Quenching Circuit, 

DTD-AQC in TSMC 0.6µm CMOS TSMC Technology 

 

Figure 30 Layout of DTD-AQC in 0.6µm technology. 
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1.2 VHDL code for DTT_AQC control logic and Jitter time 

measurement 

 

library IEEE; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 

use ieee.numeric_std.all; 

use IEEE.std_logic_unsigned.all; 

 

entity AQC_state_mech is 

 generic ( 

  Timing_ResolutionIn_ns : integer:=1200; 

  Hold_delayIn0_ns : integer:=200; 

  Hold_delayIn1_ns : integer:=40; 

  AP_Hold_delayIn0_ns : integer:=200; 

  AP_Hold_delayIn1_ns : integer:=40; 

  Rst_wait_delayIn_ns : integer:=80; 

  Rst_Rst_AfterdelayIn_ns : integer:=100; 

  Rst_Rst_fordelayIn_ns : integer:=100; 

  AQC_rstGateIn_ns : integer:=5000; 

  AQC_rstGateIn2_ns : integer:=2000; 
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  AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz : integer:=50; 

  Lop_WIDTH : natural := 56; 

  Tick_WIDTH : natural := 56; 

  Hip_WIDTH : natural := 8; 

  Sec_WIDTH : natural := 8; 

  MemorySize_inQuadruple_words : natural := 32768; 

  DATA_WIDTH : natural := 8; 

  ADDR_WIDTH : natural := 19; 

  CntsPer : natural := 400; 

     Laser_trg_PWIDTH_ns: natural:= 50; 

     Gate_window_ns: natural:= 500; 

     MaxTCwndw_PWIDTH_ns: natural:= 950; 

     TC_coincidenceWindow_ns: natural:=500; 

     Delay_forTCmes_ns: natural:=50; 

     AfterPulseThreshold_ns: natural:= 200 

  ); 

  

 port(   Clk : in std_logic; 

  slwClk : in std_logic; 

  FastClk: in std_logic; 

  Clk_out : out std_logic; 

        Rst_En : in std_logic;  

        Rst_trig : in std_logic;  
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        Rst_out : out std_logic;  

        Rst_Rst_out : out std_logic;  

        REC_1 : out std_logic; 

        REC_2 : out std_logic; 

        REC_En : in std_logic; 

        HDstat : out std_logic; 

        SwHdelay_En : in std_logic; 

        TickData : out std_logic_vector((2*DATA_WIDTH -1) downto 0);  

        SecData : out std_logic_vector((DATA_WIDTH -1) downto 0);  

        HiPData : out std_logic_vector((DATA_WIDTH -1) downto 0);  

        LopData : out std_logic_vector((DATA_WIDTH -1) downto 0);  

        DataTrig : out std_logic; 

        Photon_count_rate : out std_logic_vector((DATA_WIDTH -1) downto 0); 

         Photon_count_SLV : out std_logic_vector((DATA_WIDTH -1) downto 0); 

         Photons : out std_logic; 

         TC_phDlyData : out std_logic_vector((DATA_WIDTH -1) downto 0); 

         Gate_out : out std_logic; 

         Gate_out_sync : out std_logic; 

         Gate_En  : in std_logic  

 ); 

end AQC_state_mech; 

 

architecture RTL of AQC_state_mech_Mano is 
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signal c : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal c2 : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal c3 : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal AP_Hold_delay : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):= 

to_unsigned(AP_Hold_delayIn0_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH);   

signal Hold_delay : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):= 

to_unsigned(Hold_delayIn0_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH);   

signal Hold_delay0 : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):= 

to_unsigned(Hold_delayIn0_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH);   

signal Hold_delay1 : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):= 

to_unsigned(Hold_delayIn1_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH);   

signal AP_Hold_delay0 : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):= 

to_unsigned(AP_Hold_delayIn0_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH);   

signal AP_Hold_delay1 : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):= 

to_unsigned(AP_Hold_delayIn1_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH);   

signal Rst_wait_delay : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):= 

to_unsigned(Rst_wait_delayIn_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH);  

signal Rst_Rst_Afterdelay : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):= 

to_unsigned(Rst_Rst_AfterdelayIn_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH);   

signal Rst_Rst_fordelay : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):= 

to_unsigned(Rst_Rst_fordelayIn_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH);  

type state_type is (idle,wait4ph,Holdoff,wait4Rst,Reset_chk);  

signal AQCstate, Next_AQCstate : state_type := idle;  
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attribute syn_encoding : string; 

attribute syn_encoding of state_type : type is "safe"; 

signal Holdoff_trig: std_logic := '0'; 

signal AP_Holdoff_trig: std_logic := '0'; 

signal wait4rst_trig: std_logic := '0'; 

signal HoldoffDelay_complete: std_logic := '0'; 

signal AP_HoldoffDelay_complete: std_logic := '0'; 

signal RstDelay_complete: std_logic := '0'; 

signal Slow_clk: std_logic := '0'; 

signal   x       : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal AQC_rstGate : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0) := 

to_unsigned(AQC_rstGateIn_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH);  

--Timing_ResolutionIn_ns 

signal Clkcnt       : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Clkcnt1     : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Clkcnt2     : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal start_Clkcnt : std_logic := '0'; 

signal Timing_Resolution : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0) := 

to_unsigned(Timing_ResolutionIn_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH);  

signal loadToRAM  : std_logic := '0'; 

signal loadToRAM_reg  : std_logic := '0'; 

signal Photon_count1   : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 
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signal Photon_count_rate_reg    :    

 unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Photon_count1_reg    : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal counter_rst    : std_logic := '0'; 

signal EORAMadd    : std_logic := '0'; 

signal EORAMadd_reg    : std_logic := '0'; 

Signal  Rst_add_reg : std_logic := '0'; 

signal  updateAdd_reg: std_logic := '0';  

signal Rst_add: std_logic := '0'; 

signal update_phEvent: std_logic := '0'; 

--Slow clk 

signal PhotonSim: std_logic := '0'; 

signal   x2       : unsigned((2*DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal   x3       : unsigned((2*DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal AQC_rstGate2 : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0) := 

to_unsigned(AQC_rstGateIn2_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH);  

-- Photon count 

signal Photon_count_SLV_reg          :  std_logic_vector(DATA_WIDTH-1 downto 

0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Tc  : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Photon_event : std_logic := '0'; 

-- processing 

signal Ph_delayCNT_trig: std_logic := '0'; 
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signal DeltaACC1: unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal DeltaACC2: unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal EOF_flag: std_logic := '0'; 

--Pulse length counter 

constant C_MAX_COUNT  : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'1'); 

constant C_ClkPeriod_in_ns : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):= 

to_unsigned((1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH); 

signal r_count_hi_ena           : std_logic; 

signal r_count_hi  : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal o_pulse_len_hi   : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Start_PhDelayCNT   : std_logic := '0'; 

signal Valid_CNTdataHI   : std_logic := '0'; 

signal Valid_CNTdataLO   : std_logic := '0'; 

signal Valid_CNTdataLO1   : std_logic := '0'; 

signal Prev_Count1            : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Prev_Count2           : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal r_count_lo              : unsigned(DATA_WIDTH-1 downto 0); 

signal r_count_lo_ena          : std_logic; 

signal r_rise                  : std_logic; 

signal r_fall                  : std_logic; 

signal p_input                 : std_logic_vector(0 to 2); -- input pipe 

signal o_pulse_len_lo           : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 
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--edge detector 

signal r_rise_valid_data                  : std_logic; 

signal r_fall_valid_data                  : std_logic; 

signal p_input_valid_data                 : std_logic_vector(0 to 2); -- input pipe 

--reg ios 

signal REC_reg :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal REC_reg2 :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal REC_En_reg :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal Rst_trig_reg :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal Rst_out_reg :  std_logic:= '0'; 

-- Signal for counting clock periods 

signal Ticks : unsigned((2*DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0); 

signal Ticks_reg : unsigned((2*DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Ticks_prev : unsigned((2*DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal ClockFrequencyHz : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0) := 

to_unsigned(125000000,DATA_WIDTH); 

signal Seconds :  unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0); 

signal Seconds_prev :  unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Seconds_prev_reg :  unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Minutes :  unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0); 

signal Hours   :  unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0); 

signal HDstat_reg :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal SwHdelay_En_reg :  std_logic:= '0'; 
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signal phsim_adj   :  unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0); 

    --Gating and TC 

signal Gate :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal Gate_reg :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal Gate_En_reg :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal Ph_Resp_dly_cntr_reg    : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 

0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Ph_Resp_dly_cntr    : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Ph_Resp_dly    : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Ph_Resp_dly_reg    : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Ph_dly_cntr_RST :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal Ph_dly_cntr_RST_reg :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal Ph_dly_clk_en :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal Ph_dly_clk_en_reg :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal data_trig_flag :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal Rst_out_reg1 :  std_logic:= '0'; 

type TC_state_type is (idle,wait4phGate,wait4ph1RSP,wait4phRSP); 

signal TC_state, next_TC_state : TC_state_type := idle; 

signal PGate_Testbench_cntr    : unsigned((2*DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 

0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Gate_window :  std_logic:= '0';     

signal cnt_oneshot : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Trig_was_oneshot :  std_logic:= '0'; 
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signal Trig_oneshot :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal Trig_oneshot_reg :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal P_WIDTH : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):= 

to_unsigned(Laser_trg_PWIDTH_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH); 

signal Gate_window_ticks : unsigned((2*DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):= 

to_unsigned(Gate_window_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),2*DATA_WIDTH);  

signal oneshot_pulse :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal TC_Data_valid :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal TC_Data_valid_reg :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal cnt_oneshot1 : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Trig_was_oneshot1 :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal P_WIDTH1 : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):= 

to_unsigned(MaxTCwndw_PWIDTH_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH);   

signal MaxTCWindow :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal MaxTCWindow_reg :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal cnt_oneshot2 : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Trig_was_oneshot2 :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal P_WIDTH2 : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):= 

to_unsigned(TC_coincidenceWindow_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH)

;  

signal TC_coincidenceWindow :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal TC_coincidenceWindow_reg :  std_logic:= '0'; 
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signal AP_Resp_dly_cntr_reg    : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 

0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal AP_Resp_dly_cntr    : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal AP_Resp_dly    : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal AP_Resp_dly_reg    : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal AP_dly_cntr_RST :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal AP_dly_cntr_RST_reg :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal AP_dly_clk_en :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal AP_dly_clk_en_reg :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal Ph_vaild :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal Ph_vaild_reg :  std_logic:= '0'; 

signal AfterPulseThreshold : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):= 

to_unsigned(AfterPulseThreshold_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH); 

signal Delayed_TCmeas_Trig: std_logic := '0'; 

signal   x4       : unsigned((2*DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal   x5       : unsigned((2*DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 

signal Delay_forTCmes : unsigned((DATA_WIDTH -1)  downto 0):= 

to_unsigned(Delay_forTCmes_ns/(1000/AQC_clkFreqIn_MHz),DATA_WIDTH); 

begin 

 Clk_out <= Clk; 

 process (Clk, Rst_En) 

 begin 
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  if (Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 

  loadToRAM   <=  loadToRAM_reg; 

  REC_1     <=  REC_reg; 

  REC_2     <=  REC_reg2; 

  REC_En_reg   <=  REC_En; 

  Rst_trig_reg   <=  Rst_trig;   

      Rst_out    <=  Rst_out_reg; 

      Rst_out_reg1<=  Rst_out_reg; 

      Rst_Rst_out <= Rst_Rst_Out_reg; 

      Rst_add <= Rst_add_reg; 

      updateAdd <= updateAdd_reg; 

      EORAMadd <= EORAMadd_reg; 

      Next_data <= Next_data_reg; 

      HDstat <= HDstat_reg; 

      SwHdelay_En_reg <= SwHdelay_En; 

      Photon_count_SLV <= std_logic_vector(Photon_count1_reg); 

      Photon_count1 <= Photon_count1_reg; 

      Ticks_reg <= Ticks; 

      Photons <= r_rise; 

      Gate <= Gate_window; 

      Gate_out <= Gate_reg; 

      Gate_out_sync <= Gate_reg; 

      oneshot_pulse <= Gate_reg; 
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      Gate_En_reg <= Gate_En; 

      Ph_Resp_dly_cntr <= Ph_Resp_dly_cntr_reg; 

      Ph_Resp_dly_reg <= Ph_Resp_dly; 

      Ph_dly_clk_en <=Ph_dly_clk_en_reg; 

      Ph_dly_cntr_RST <= Ph_dly_cntr_RST_reg; 

      Trig_oneshot <= Gate_window; 

      TC_Data_valid <= TC_Data_valid_reg; 

      MaxTCWindow <= MaxTCWindow_reg; 

      TC_coincidenceWindow <= TC_coincidenceWindow_reg; 

      AP_Resp_dly_cntr <= AP_Resp_dly_cntr_reg; 

      AP_Resp_dly_reg <= AP_Resp_dly; 

      AP_dly_clk_en <=AP_dly_clk_en_reg; 

      AP_dly_cntr_RST <= AP_dly_cntr_RST_reg; 

      Ph_vaild <= Ph_vaild_reg; 

  end if; 

 end process; 

 process (Clk, Rst_En,TC_Data_valid) 

 begin 

  if (Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 

   if (TC_Data_valid = '1') then 

    DataTrig <= '1'; 

    data_trig_flag <= '1'; 

    TickData <= std_logic_vector(Ticks); 
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    SecData <= std_logic_vector(Seconds); 

    HiPData <= std_logic_vector(o_pulse_len_hi); 

    LopData <= std_logic_vector(o_pulse_len_lo); 

    TC_phDlyData <= std_logic_vector(Ph_Resp_dly_reg); 

    Photon_count_rate <= 

std_logic_vector(Photon_count_rate_reg); 

   else 

    DataTrig <= '0'; 

    data_trig_flag <= '0'; 

   end if; 

 

  end if; 

 end process; 

 process (Ph_vaild,counter_rst) 

 begin 

  if counter_rst = '0' then 

   Photon_count1_reg <= (others=>'0'); 

  elsif  (Ph_vaild'event and Ph_vaild ='1') then 

   if (Photon_count1_reg < C_MAX_COUNT) then 

    Photon_count1_reg <= Photon_count1_reg +1; 

   else 

    Photon_count1_reg <= (others=>'0'); 

   end if; 
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  end if; 

   

 end process; 

 process (Clk, Rst_En) 

 begin 

  if (Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 

   if ((Seconds-Seconds_prev) >= CntsPer) then 

    Seconds_prev <= Seconds; 

    Photon_count_rate_reg <= Photon_count1;  

    counter_rst <= '0'; 

   else 

    counter_rst <= '1'; 

   end if; 

  end if; 

 end process; 

 

  byte_en0 <= (others=>'1'); 

  byte_en1 <= (others=>'1'); 

   

  P0: PROCESS (Clk, Rst_En)        

   variable v_TIME : time := 0 ns; 

  BEGIN 

   v_TIME := now; 
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  if (Rst_En = '0') then 

       x <= (others=>'0'); 

   Slow_clk<= '0'; 

  elsif (Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 

   x <= x + 1; 

   if (x = AQC_rstGate/2) then  

    Slow_clk<= '1'; 

   end if; 

   if (x = AQC_rstGate) then 

    Slow_clk<= '0'; 

    X<= (others=>'0'); 

   end if ; 

  END IF; 

 END PROCESS; 

 PROCESS (Clk, Rst_En)        - 

  BEGIN 

  if (Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 

   if SwHdelay_En_reg = '1' then 

     phsim_adj <= Hold_delay1; 

   else 

     phsim_adj <= Hold_delay0; 

   end if;  

   if (Rst_out_reg1 = '1') then 
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    x3 <= (others=>'0'); 

    if (x2 >= 100) then  

     PhotonSim<= '1'; 

    else 

     PhotonSim<= '0'; 

     x2 <= x2 + 1; 

    end if ; 

   elsif (Rst_out_reg1 = '0') then 

    x2 <= (others=>'0'); 

    if (x3 >= 100) then  

     PhotonSim<= '0'; 

    else 

     PhotonSim<= '1'; 

     x3 <= x3 + 1; 

    end if ; 

   end if; 

  END IF; 

 END PROCESS; 

 

 process(Clk,Holdoff_trig,AQCstate) 

  begin 

  if(Holdoff_trig = '0') then 

   c <= (others=>'0'); 
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   if (AQCstate = idle) then 

    HoldoffDelay_complete <= '0'; 

   end if; 

  elsif(Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 

     Hold_delay <= Hold_delay0; 

    if (c >= Hold_delay) then  

     HoldoffDelay_complete <= '1'; 

    else 

     HoldoffDelay_complete <= '0'; 

     c <= c + 1; 

    end if; 

    if (c = 2) then 

     update_phEvent <= '1'; 

    elsif (c >= 3) then 

     update_phEvent <= '0'; 

    end if ; 

  end if;  

 end process; 

 

 process(Clk,AP_Holdoff_trig,AQCstate) 

  begin 

  if(AP_Holdoff_trig = '0') then 

   c3 <= (others=>'0'); 
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   if (AQCstate = idle) then 

    AP_HoldoffDelay_complete <= '0'; 

   end if; 

  elsif(Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 

    if SwHdelay_En_reg = '1' then 

     AP_Hold_delay <= AP_Hold_delay1; 

     HDstat_reg <= '1'; 

    else 

     AP_Hold_delay <= AP_Hold_delay0; 

     HDstat_reg <= '0'; 

    end if;  

    if (c3 >= AP_Hold_delay) then  

     AP_HoldoffDelay_complete <= '1'; 

    else 

     AP_HoldoffDelay_complete <= '0'; 

     c3 <= c3 + 1; 

    end if; 

  end if;  

 end process; 

 

 process(Clk,wait4rst_trig,AQCstate) 

  begin 

  if(wait4rst_trig = '0') then 
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   c2 <= (others=>'0'); 

   if (AQCstate = idle) then 

    RstDelay_complete <= '0'; 

   end if; 

  elsif(Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 

    --c2 <= c2 + 1; 

    if(c2 >= Rst_wait_delay) then 

     RstDelay_complete <= '1'; 

    else 

     RstDelay_complete <= '0'; 

     c2 <= c2 + 1; 

    end if; 

  end if;  

 end process; 

process (Clk,Rst_out_reg1) 

begin 

 if (Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 

  if Rst_out_reg1 = '1' and Rst_out_reg1_was ='0' then 

   Rst_Rstcnt_Waitoneshot <= Rst_Rst_Afterdelay; 

   Rst_out_reg1_was <='1'; 

  elsif Rst_Rstcnt_Waitoneshot = 0 then 

   Rst_Rstcnt_Waitoneshot <=(others=>'0'); 

  else 
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   Rst_Rstcnt_Waitoneshot <= Rst_Rstcnt_Waitoneshot-1; 

  end if ; 

  if Rst_out_reg1 = '0' then 

   Rst_out_reg1_was <= '0'; 

  end if ; 

 end if; 

 if Rst_Rstcnt_Waitoneshot /= 0 then 

  Rst_RstOneshot_trig <='1'; 

 else 

  Rst_RstOneshot_trig <= '0'; 

 end if ; 

end process; 

process (Clk,Rst_RstOneshot_trig) 

begin 

 if (Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 

  if Rst_RstOneshot_trig = '0' and Rst_RstTrig_was_oneshot ='1' then 

   Rst_Rstcnt_oneshot <= Rst_Rst_fordelay; 

   Rst_RstTrig_was_oneshot <='0'; 

  elsif Rst_Rstcnt_oneshot = 0 then 

   Rst_Rstcnt_oneshot <=(others=>'0'); 

  else 

   Rst_Rstcnt_oneshot <= Rst_Rstcnt_oneshot-1; 

  end if ; 
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  if Rst_RstOneshot_trig = '1' then 

   Rst_RstTrig_was_oneshot <= '1'; 

  end if ; 

 end if; 

 if Rst_Rstcnt_oneshot /= 0 then 

  Rst_Rst_Out_reg <='0'; 

 else 

  Rst_Rst_Out_reg <= '1'; 

 end if ; 

end process; 

process (Clk) 

 begin 

  if (Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 

   if (update_phEvent = '1') then 

     Photon_event <= not (Photon_event); 

   end if; 

   AQCstate <= next_AQCstate; 

  end if; 

 end process; 

 

process (Clk,AP_dly_cntr_RST,AP_dly_clk_en) 

 begin 

  if AP_dly_cntr_RST = '0' then 
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   AP_Resp_dly_cntr_reg <= (others=>'0'); 

  elsif  (Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 

   if (AP_dly_clk_en = '1') then 

    if (AP_Resp_dly_cntr_reg < C_MAX_COUNT) then 

   AP_Resp_dly_cntr_reg <= AP_Resp_dly_cntr_reg +1; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end if; 

end process; 

process(AQCstate,Rst_trig_reg,HoldoffDelay_complete,RstDelay_complete,AP_Holdoff

Delay_complete) 

  begin 

   case AQCstate is  

    when idle => 

     Ph_vaild_reg <= '0'; 

     AP_dly_cntr_RST_reg <= '1'; 

     AP_dly_clk_en_reg <= '1'; 

     Holdoff_trig <= '0'; 

     AP_Holdoff_trig <= '0'; 

     wait4rst_trig <= '0'; 

     Rst_out_reg <= '1'; 

if (HoldoffDelay_complete = '0' and RstDelay_complete = '0' and 

AP_HoldoffDelay_complete ='0') then 
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      next_AQCstate <= wait4ph; 

     else 

      next_AQCstate <= idle; 

     end if; 

    when wait4ph => 

     wait4rst_trig <= '0'; 

     Rst_out_reg <= '1'; 

     AP_dly_cntr_RST_reg <= '1'; 

     Holdoff_trig <= '0'; 

     AP_Holdoff_trig <= '0'; 

     if (Rst_trig_reg = '1') then 

      Ph_vaild_reg <= '1'; 

      AP_dly_clk_en_reg <= '0'; 

      AP_Resp_dly <= AP_Resp_dly_cntr_reg; 

      next_AQCstate <= Holdoff; 

     else 

      AP_dly_clk_en_reg <= '1'; 

      next_AQCstate <= wait4ph; 

     end if; 

    when Holdoff => 

     Ph_vaild_reg <= '1'; 

     AP_dly_cntr_RST_reg <= '1'; 

     AP_dly_clk_en_reg <= '0'; 
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     if AP_Resp_dly >= AfterPulseThreshold then 

      Holdoff_trig <= '1'; 

      AP_Holdoff_trig <= '0'; 

     else 

      Holdoff_trig <= '0'; 

      AP_Holdoff_trig <= '1'; 

     end if ; 

  if(HoldoffDelay_complete = '1' or AP_HoldoffDelay_complete = '1') then 

      wait4rst_trig <= '1'; 

      Rst_out_reg <= '0'; 

      next_AQCstate <= wait4Rst; 

     else 

      wait4rst_trig <= '0'; 

      Rst_out_reg <= '1'; 

      next_AQCstate <= Holdoff; 

     end if; 

    when wait4Rst => 

     Ph_vaild_reg <= '1'; 

     wait4rst_trig <= '1'; 

     Rst_out_reg <= '0'; 

     Holdoff_trig <= '0';  

     AP_Holdoff_trig <= '0'; 

     AP_dly_cntr_RST_reg <= '0'; 
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     AP_dly_clk_en_reg <= '1'; 

     if(RstDelay_complete = '1') then 

      next_AQCstate <= Reset_chk; 

     else 

      next_AQCstate <= wait4Rst; 

     end if; 

    when Reset_chk => 

     Holdoff_trig <= '0'; 

     AP_Holdoff_trig <= '0'; 

     AP_dly_clk_en_reg <= '1'; 

     if(Rst_trig_reg = '0') then 

      Ph_vaild_reg <= '0'; 

      AP_dly_cntr_RST_reg <= '1';  

      Rst_out_reg <= '1'; 

      next_AQCstate <= idle; 

     else 

      Rst_out_reg <= '0'; 

      AP_dly_cntr_RST_reg <= '0'; 

      next_AQCstate <= Reset_chk; 

     end if; 

   end case; 

end process;   
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process (Clk,Gate_En_reg) 

begin 

 if Gate_En_reg = '0' then 

  cnt_oneshot <=(others=>'0'); 

 elsif (Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 

  if Trig_oneshot = '1' and Trig_was_oneshot ='0' then 

   cnt_oneshot <= P_WIDTH; 

   Trig_was_oneshot <='1'; 

  elsif cnt_oneshot = 0 then 

   cnt_oneshot <=(others=>'0'); 

  else 

   cnt_oneshot <= cnt_oneshot-1; 

  end if ; 

  if Trig_oneshot = '0' then 

   Trig_was_oneshot <= '0'; 

  end if ; 

 end if; 

 if cnt_oneshot /= 0 then 

  Gate_reg <='1'; 

 else 

  Gate_reg <= '0'; 

 end if ; 

end process; 
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process (Clk,Gate_En_reg) 

 begin 

  if ( Gate_En_reg = '0') then 

   Gate_window <= '1'; 

  elsif (Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 

   if (PGate_Testbench_cntr >= Gate_window_ticks) then 

    Gate_window <= not Gate_window; 

    PGate_Testbench_cntr <= (others=>'0'); 

   else 

    PGate_Testbench_cntr <= PGate_Testbench_cntr+1; 

   end if; 

  end if; 

end process; 

process (Clk,Gate_En_reg) 

begin 

 if Gate_En_reg = '0' then 

  cnt_oneshot1 <=(others=>'0'); 

 elsif (Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 

  if Delayed_TCmeas_Trig = '1' and Trig_was_oneshot1 ='0' then 

   cnt_oneshot1 <= P_WIDTH1; 

   Trig_was_oneshot1 <='1'; 

  elsif cnt_oneshot1 = 0 then 

   cnt_oneshot1 <=(others=>'0'); 
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  else 

   cnt_oneshot1 <= cnt_oneshot1-1; 

  end if ; 

   

  if Delayed_TCmeas_Trig = '0' then 

   Trig_was_oneshot1 <= '0'; 

  end if ; 

 end if; 

 if cnt_oneshot1 /= 0 then 

  MaxTCWindow_reg <='1'; 

 else 

  MaxTCWindow_reg <= '0'; 

 end if ; 

end process; 

process (Clk,Gate_En_reg) 

begin 

 if Gate_En_reg = '0' then 

  cnt_oneshot2 <=(others=>'0'); 

 elsif (Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 

  if Trig_oneshot = '1' and Trig_was_oneshot2 ='0' then 

   cnt_oneshot2 <= P_WIDTH2; 

   Trig_was_oneshot2 <='1'; 

  elsif cnt_oneshot2 = 0 then 
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   cnt_oneshot2 <=(others=>'0'); 

  else 

   cnt_oneshot2 <= cnt_oneshot2-1; 

  end if ; 

   

  if Trig_oneshot = '0' then 

   Trig_was_oneshot2 <= '0'; 

  end if ; 

 end if; 

 if cnt_oneshot2 /= 0 then 

  TC_coincidenceWindow_reg <='1'; 

 else 

  TC_coincidenceWindow_reg <= '0'; 

 end if ; 

end process; 

 PROCESS (Clk, Rst_En)         

  BEGIN 

  if (Clk'event and Clk ='1') then  

   if (Trig_oneshot = '1') then 

    x5 <= (others=>'0'); 

    if (x4 >= Delay_forTCmes) then  

     Delayed_TCmeas_Trig<= '1'; 

    else 
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     Delayed_TCmeas_Trig<= '0'; 

     x4 <= x4 + 1; 

    end if ; 

   elsif (Trig_oneshot = '0') then 

    x4 <= (others=>'0'); 

    if (x5 >= Delay_forTCmes) then  

     Delayed_TCmeas_Trig<= '0'; 

    else 

     Delayed_TCmeas_Trig<= '1'; 

     x5 <= x5 + 1; 

    end if ; 

   end if;  

  END IF; 

 END PROCESS; 

 

 

 

process (FastClk,Ph_dly_cntr_RST,Ph_dly_clk_en) 

 begin 

  if Ph_dly_cntr_RST = '0' then 

   Ph_Resp_dly_cntr_reg <= (others=>'0'); 

  elsif  (FastClk'event and FastClk ='1') then 

   if (Ph_dly_clk_en = '1') then 
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    if (Ph_Resp_dly_cntr_reg < (C_MAX_COUNT)) then 

    Ph_Resp_dly_cntr_reg <= Ph_Resp_dly_cntr_reg +1; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end if; 

end process; 

process (Clk,Gate_En_reg) 

 begin 

  if ( Gate_En_reg = '0') then 

   TC_state <= idle; 

  elsif (Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 

   TC_state <= next_TC_state; 

  end if; 

end process; 

process(TC_state,r_rise,oneshot_pulse,MaxTCWindow) 

  begin 

   case TC_state is  

    when idle => 

     Ph_dly_cntr_RST_reg <= '0'; 

     Ph_dly_clk_en_reg <= '0'; 

     TC_Data_valid_reg <= '0'; 

    if (oneshot_pulse = '0' and MaxTCWindow = '0') then 

      next_TC_state <= wait4phGate; 
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     else 

      next_TC_state <= idle; 

     end if; 

    when wait4phGate => 

     TC_Data_valid_reg <= '0'; 

     Ph_dly_clk_en_reg <= '1'; 

     if (MaxTCWindow = '1') then 

      Ph_dly_cntr_RST_reg <= '1';  

      next_TC_state <= wait4phRSP; 

     else 

      Ph_dly_cntr_RST_reg <= '0'; 

      next_TC_state <= wait4phGate; 

     end if; 

    when wait4ph1RSP => 

     if r_rise = '0' then 

      next_TC_state <= wait4phRSP; 

     else 

      next_TC_state <= wait4ph1RSP; 

     end if ; 

 

    when wait4phRSP => 

     if(r_rise = '1' or MaxTCWindow = '0') then 

      TC_Data_valid_reg <= '1'; 
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      Ph_dly_clk_en_reg <= '0'; 

      Ph_dly_cntr_RST_reg <= '0'; 

      if MaxTCWindow = '0' then 

   Ph_Resp_dly <= to_unsigned(22082208,DATA_WIDTH); 

      else 

     Ph_Resp_dly <= Ph_Resp_dly_cntr_reg; 

      end if ; 

      next_TC_state <= idle; 

     else 

      TC_Data_valid_reg <= '0'; 

   Ph_Resp_dly <=to_unsigned(22082208,DATA_WIDTH); 

      Ph_dly_cntr_RST_reg <= '1'; 

      next_TC_state <= wait4phRSP; 

     end if; 

   end case; 

 end process;   

 

 

PROCESS (Clk, REC_En_reg)         

  BEGIN 

  if (REC_En_reg = '0') then 

   REC_reg2 <= '0'; 

  elsif (Clk'event and Clk ='1') then 
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   if (Seconds <= 10) then  

    REC_reg2 <= '1'; 

   elsif (Seconds > 10) then 

    REC_reg2 <= '0'; 

   end if ; 

  END IF; 

   

 END PROCESS; 

 

process(slwClk,REC_En_reg) is 

    begin 

 

        if REC_En_reg = '0' then 

                Ticks   <= (others=>'0'); 

                Seconds <= (others=>'0'); 

                Minutes <= (others=>'0'); 

                Hours   <= (others=>'0'); 

        elsif rising_edge(slwClk) then 

                -- True once every second 

                if Ticks = ClockFrequencyHz - 1 then 

                    Ticks <= (others=>'0');  

                    -- True once every minute 

                    if Seconds = 59 then 
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                        Seconds <= (others=>'0');  

                        -- True once every hour 

                        if Minutes = 59 then 

                            Minutes <= (others=>'0');  

                            -- True once a day 

                            if Hours = 23 then 

                                Hours <= (others=>'0');  

                            else 

                                Hours <= Hours + 1; 

                            end if; 

                        else 

                            Minutes <= Minutes + 1; 

                        end if; 

                    else 

                        Seconds <= Seconds + 1; 

                    end if; 

  

                else 

                    Ticks <= Ticks + 1; 

                end if; 

            end if; 

    end process; 
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p_edge_detector : process(Clk,Rst_En) 

begin 

  if(Rst_En='0') then 

    r_rise       <= '0'; 

    r_fall       <= '0'; 

    p_input      <= (others=>'0'); 

  elsif(rising_edge(Clk)) then 

    r_rise       <= not p_input(2) and p_input(1); 

    r_fall       <= not p_input(1) and p_input(2); 

    p_input      <= Ph_vaild&p_input(0 to p_input'length-2); 

  end if; 

end process p_edge_detector; 

p_count_hi : process(Clk,Rst_En) 

begin 

  if(Rst_En='0') then 

    r_count_hi_ena  <= '0'; 

    Valid_CNTdataHI <= '0'; 

    r_count_hi      <= to_unsigned(1,DATA_WIDTH); 

    o_pulse_len_hi  <= (others=>'0'); 

  elsif(rising_edge(Clk)) then 

    if(r_rise='1') then 

      r_count_hi_ena  <= '1'; 

      Valid_CNTdataHI <= '0'; 
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    elsif(r_fall='1') then 

      r_count_hi_ena  <= '0'; 

      o_pulse_len_hi  <= r_count_hi((DATA_WIDTH -1) downto 0); 

      Valid_CNTdataHI <= '1'; 

    end if; 

    if(r_count_hi_ena='1') then 

      if(r_count_hi<C_MAX_COUNT)then 

        r_count_hi      <= r_count_hi + 1; 

      end if; 

    else 

      r_count_hi      <= to_unsigned(1,DATA_WIDTH); 

    end if; 

  end if; 

end process p_count_hi; 

 

 

p_count_lo : process(Clk,Rst_En) 

begin 

  if(Rst_En='0') then 

    r_count_lo_ena  <= '0'; 

    Valid_CNTdataLO <= '0'; 

    r_count_lo      <= to_unsigned(1,DATA_WIDTH); 

    o_pulse_len_lo  <= (others=>'0'); 
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  elsif(rising_edge(Clk)) then 

    if(r_fall='1') then 

      r_count_lo_ena  <= '1'; 

      Valid_CNTdataLO <= '0'; 

    elsif(r_rise='1') then 

      r_count_lo_ena  <= '0'; 

      o_pulse_len_lo  <= r_count_lo((DATA_WIDTH -1) downto 0); 

      Valid_CNTdataLO <= '1'; 

    end if; 

    if(r_count_lo_ena='1') then 

      if(r_count_lo<C_MAX_COUNT) then 

        r_count_lo      <= r_count_lo + 1; 

      end if; 

    else 

      r_count_lo      <= to_unsigned(1,DATA_WIDTH); 

    end if; 

  end if; 

end process p_count_lo; 

end RTL;   


